We observe and analyze tunable relaxation of a pure spin current by an antiferromagnet in spinvalves. This is achieved by carefully controlling the angle between a resonantly excited ferromagnetic layer pumping the spin current and the Néel vector of the antiferromagnetic layer. The effect is observed as an angle-dependent spin-pumping contribution to the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth. An interplay between spin-mixing conductance and, often disregarded, longitudinal spin conductance is found to underlie our observations, which is in agreement with a recent prediction for related ferromagnetic spin valves.
Spin polarization of the conduction electrons in metallic ferromagnets enables external control of the electrical properties of magnetic multilayers via the relative magnetization orientation of the ferromagnetic layers comprising the multilayer. The resulting angledependent transmission of a spin-polarized current is behind prominent effects such as giant [1, 2] and tunneling [3] magnetoresistance (MR) as well as spin transfer torques [4] , which paved the way for rapidly developing spin-electronics [5, 6] .
The related angle-dependent dissipation of spincurrents is behind the anisotropic [7, 8] and spinHall MR [9] [10] [11] observed in heavy-metal/antiferromagnet (HM/AF) bilayers [12, 13] . The key characteristic shared by these two effects is the change in the bilayer's resistance dependent on whether the polarization of the spin current in the HM is collinear or orthogonal to the axis of preferred spin alignment in the AF (its Néel vector N). The demonstrated feasibility of controlling spin currents in antiferromagnetic nanostructures indicates a considerable potential of the emerging field of antiferromagnetic spintronics [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, an explicit, angle-resolved experimental study of the interaction between a spin current and the Néel vector of an AF, as well as its functional form and physical parameter space, that would underpin the existing strong theoretical effort [18] [19] [20] is still pending.
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) driven spin pumping is a unique tool for analyzing spin relaxation in F/N/F st [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and F/N/AF [26] [27] [28] [29] spin valves. The ferromagnetic layer F is the source as well as the probe of a pure spin-current pumped into the nonmagnetic spacer N and static ferromagnetic F st or AF layers. Since there is negligible spin dissipation in the typically nm-thin spacer N, spin pumping probes the spin relaxation due to the static F st or AF layers measured via the backflow spin-current contribution to the FMR linewidth of F. If the spin absorption by the static layer is anisotropic, the spin-pumping contribution is manifested as an angledependent modulation of the FMR linewidth. Indeed, anisotropic absorption of pure spin currents was reported for F/N/F st [21, 25] but could not be attributed to noncollinearity between the spin-current polarization and magnetization. In Ref. 21 , it was attributed to the angle dependence of dynamic exchange, whereas in Ref. 25 , it was explained in terms of an angular dependence of the total Gilbert damping in F st . To the best of our knowledge, the anisotropy of spin relaxation studied by controllably varying the angle between the spin-current polarization (set by F) and the magnetic axis of F st or AF has not been demonstrated in magnetic multilayers. The main difficulty in achieving a reliable control of the noncollinear alignment in such spin valve structures lies in the presence of a kOe-range external magnetic field required in a typical FMR experiment, which often fully aligns the studied multilayer magnetically.
In this Letter, we demonstrate controllable magnetic damping in a F layer via φ-dependent interaction of the emitted spin pumping current with the Néel vector of an AF layer in a F/N/AF/F p type spin-valve, where φ is the angle between the equilibrium magnetization in F and the AF Néel vector. Carrying out detailed φ-dependent, variable-temperature measurements of the FMR-driven, spin-pumping-mediated magnetization damping, we observe a pronounced maximum when the magnetization of F is orthogonal to the AF Néel vector. Our results are well described by a theoretical model analogous to that for ferromagnetic spin valves [30] and indicate the dominance of longitudinal over spin-mixing conductance in spin relaxation by the AF layer. This consistence with the recent prediction [30] highlights the importance of longitudinal spin transport in magnetic multilayers and establishes an important pathway towards achieving insitu damping tunability.
Spin pumping experiment. Spin pumping is an emission of spin angular momentum (I pump σ ) by a resonantly precessing ferromagnet (F) into an adjacent nonmagnetic spacer N [31] . In this sense, spin pumping is a reciprocal effect to a spin-transfer torque [32] . I pump σ carries spin away from F, which increases the magnetization damp- ing in F, usually detected as a broadening of the F-layer's FMR linewidth [33, 34] . Considering the F/N/AF trilayer used in this work, and taking spin relaxation in N to be negligible, a fraction of the spin-pumping current is reflected at the N/AF interface and returns back to F. The spin-pumping contribution to the FMR linewidth is proportional to the difference between I pump σ and the back-flow spin current I back σ (Fig. 1) [32] . A change in the relative orientation between the spin-current polarization σ and the AF's Neel vector should affect I back σ thereby modulating the FMR-linewidth of F.
The F/N/AF trilayer under "in-plane" FMR, illustrated in Fig. 1 , has the equilibrium orientation of the resonating magnetization in magnetically soft F (M) aligned with the external magnetic field (≃1 kOe) applied at angle ϕ H . At the same time, the Néel vector N of AF is essentially insensitive to this relatively weak field and remains directionally fixed, provided it is suitably set in fabrication (as detailed below). This spin valve structure allows to control the angle φ between the F layer magnetization and the AF layer Néel vector enabling us to extract the φ-dependence of the spin-pumping contribution to the FMR linewidth.
A macroscopic magnetic anisotropy in AF -the key AF property for this study -can be induced by deposition in a static magnetic field and/or post-fabrication magnetic annealing [35] . The other effective approach is to deposit a thin AF layer onto a saturated ferromagnetic seed layer (F p ), which induces a strong exchange bias in the AF/F p bilayer. The latter results in a pronounced unidirectional magnetic anisotropy in F p as well as a magnetic axis in AF. We have fabricated a series of multilayers, where antiferromagnetic FeMn is grown on either a ferromagnetic (Py) or nonmagnetic (Ta) seed layer. Here, FeMn and Py denote Fe 50 Mn 50 and Fe 20 Ni 80 (permalloy) alloys. The thickness of the FeMn layer of 7 nm was found to be optimal as regards to a strong directional exchange bias throughout the FeMn/Py bilayer with a high blocking temperature (T b ≈ 420 K) [35, 36] . The opposite surface of the FeMn layer, acting as the spin-current reflector or sink, is interfaced with the free, soft Py layer via a nonmagnetic Cu spacer. The thickness of the Cu layer (6 nm) was chosen much smaller than the spin diffusion length in Cu (λ s > 100 nm at room temperature [37] ) to ensure negligible spin dissipation in N.
FMR measurements were carried out at a constant frequency of 9.88 GHz while sweeping an external magnetic field H applied in the film plane. The obtained spectra exhibit a strong resonance line from the free Py layer, the position of which (the resonance field) reveals a very weak uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in the film plane [Figs. 2(a) and (b)]. The FMR spectra for the structures with the FeMn/Py bilayer exhibit an additional weakly-intensive resonance line, which we attribute to the seed Py layer and use as an independent probe of the magnetic directionality of AF. This line exhibits a very pronounced unidirectional anisotropy, indicating a strong exchange bias in the FeMn/Py bilayer [35] .
Angle-dependent FMR linewidth. The FMR linewidth of the free Py layer ∆H as well as the resonance field H r were obtained by fitting the spectra with a Dysonian [38] . ∆H versus ϕ H for the samples with the magnetic and nonmagnetic seed layers differ significantly in the magnitude of the variation as well as its angular profile [ Fig. 2(c) ]. On the other hand, the respective resonance fields H r (ϕ H ) show the same behavior [ Fig. 2(b) ], indicating that the saturation magnetization and the magnetic anisotropy of the free layer are largely unaffected by the seed layer. The observed difference in the magnetic damping (∆H) for the two structures must therefore be attributed to a difference in the magnetic state of their respective FeMn layers. The essentially isotropic behavior of ∆H for the case of FeMn/Ta indicates that the FeMn layer exhibits no macroscopic magnetic axis (in fact, by design) as antiferromagnetic domains formed on non-magnetic Ta are likely to orient randomly. In contrast, the pronounced anisotropy of ∆H for the structure with the FeMn/Py bottom magnetic layer is evidence for a well-defined macroscopic magnetic anisotropy in the FeMn layer, the conclusion additionally and independently supported by the observed pronounced unidirectional anisotropy in the seed-Py layer [39] . In what follows, we focus on this key result of anisotropic spin relaxation in the FeMn/Py-based structure.
The multilayers with FeMn/Py exhibit a thermallyinduced transformation of the ∆H-vs-ϕ H profile. The maximum in ∆H(ϕ H ) observed at room temperature at ϕ H ≈ ±90
• shifts to larger angles with decreasing temperature [ Fig. 3(a) ]. At the same time, there are no temperature-induced changes in the angle profiles of the resonance field, except the offset in the magnitude of H r due to the temperature variation in the saturation magnetization of the Py layer [39] . This implies that the observed changes in ∆H-vs-ϕ H with temperature are caused by factors external to the free layerin our case the spin-pumping-mediated effect of the AF on ∆H -rather than by any changes in the intrinsic magnetic properties of the free layer. Importantly, the changes in the angular profiles of Fig. 3(a) are associated with a temperature dependence of the AF layer pinning by the seed underlayer. This is strongly supported by the corresponding ∆H-vs-ϕ H for the FeMn/Ta-based structures (without macroscopic magnetic axis), which remain largely isotropic at all temperatures [39] .
Spin-pumping contribution. We explain the observed angle-dependence of the FMR linewidth as due to the spin-pumping contribution to the magnetization dynamics of the free layer. We extend the phenomenology of the spin-pumping effect [31, 32] to a noncollinear ferromagnetic-nonmagnetic-antiferromagnetic (F/N/AF) trilayer system. The magnetization dynamics of F is described in terms of the spin conductivities of the F/N and N/AF interfaces for an arbitrary mutual orientation of the respective magnetic order parameters -magnetization M and Néel vector N.
The anisotropic ∆H-vs-ϕ H profile, shown in Fig. 2(c) , exhibits maxima close to ϕ H = ±90
• , which can be qualitatively explained as follows. The precessing F pumps spins into the adjacent spacer layer, a fraction of which is subsequently absorbed by AF. The absorbed spin current manifests as additional damping in F. However, only the component of spin current that is orthogonal to the equilibrium F magnetization determines the damping in it. This component is best absorbed when the F magnetization and the AF Néel vector are mutually orthogonal, provided that AF absorbs and dissipates the longitudinal component stronger than the transverse component of the spin current.
In the general case, the spin-pumping contribution to the integral FMR linewidth can be quantitatively expressed in terms of the spin conductances of the F/N and N/AF interfaces [30] . The other contributions, such as the intrinsic Gilbert damping and inhomogeneous terms, have a much weaker dependence on the in-plane angle and add up in the total ∆H(ϕ H ) to a constant ∆H int ≈ const [40] . The case of a noncollinear mutual alignment of M and N can be treated in a manner analogous to Ref. 30 . The full FMR linewidth becomes
where
, ω -the frequency of the applied microwave field, V -the film volume; g l,r = g l,r /g ⋆ r , where the longitudinal spin conductance (g l ) and the real part of the spin-mixing conductance (g r ) characterise the N/AF subsystem, whereas g ⋆ r relates to the F/N interface. The second term in (1) is the angle-dependent spin-pumping contribution, a function of angle φ between M and N. ∆ H 0 , in turn, consists of ∆ H int and the angle-independent spin-pumping contribution: ∆ H 0 = ∆ H int + 0.5g r /(1 +g r ).
Equation (1) can be used for fitting the experimental ∆H-vs-ϕ H data. Subtracting the angle-independent background ∆H 0 from the total ∆H allows one to fit the data using only the second, angle-dependent term in (1) . In this respect, and based on the detailed discussion above [ Figure 2 (c) and related text], the most appropriate is to take as ∆H 0 the linewidth for the FeMn/Tabased structure, in fact, specifically designed for this calibration. Figure 3(a) shows the result, which agrees well with the experiment.
Effect of temperature. With changing temperature, the anisotropic spin relaxation undergoes a transformation of its angular form [ Fig. 3(a) ], which can be explained by the temperature-dependent properties of the exchange-pinned AF/F p bilayer. The stronger interface exchange-pinning at lower temperatures results in a stronger torque on the AF, such that M and N become orthogonal at different angles of the applied in-plane field (of fixed magnitude H = H F r = 1.03-1.08 kOe) for different temperatures, as detailed below.
With decreasing temperature, the maximum in ∆H shifts from ϕ H ≈ ±90
• to larger angles [ Fig. 3(a) ], which can be explained by a deviation of vector N (tilt angle ϕ N ) from its easy (exchange-pinning) direction, so the 90
• -rotation of M with respect to N occurs at a larger ϕ H [field angle measured from the exchange-pinning direction, as illustrated in Figs. 3(c) ]. This tilt of N, increasing at low temperatures for a given field-torque (acting via F p ), is due to the well-known strengthening of the exchange coupling between AF and F p (increasing from about AF's T N toward low temperature). The magnetization M p of F p follows the direction of the applied magnetic field H (the applied 1 kOe exceeds the exchangepinning field at all temperatures) and, via the exchange at the interface, torques N off the initial equilibrium orientation (ϕ N = 0). This tilting is quantitatively described by a competition between the exchange bias in the AF/F p bilayer (J ex ) and the Zeeman energy of F p (J Z ), as detailed in [39] . With changing temperature, J Z varies slowly since the Curie point of F p is much higher than the experimental temperature range, whereas J ex has a pronounced temperature dependence shown by the extracted exchange field H ex (∼ J ex ) vs T in Fig. 3(d) : H ex ≈ 0.5 kOe vanishes toward the Neel point of the AF (more precisely the blocking point, T b ≈ T N [35] ).
Equation (1) fits the measured data very well for all temperatures [solid lines in Fig. 3(a) ], when modified according to the discussion above, such that angle φ between M and N is scaled by a temperature-dependent parameter reflecting the tilt of the AF, φ = (ϕ H − ϕ N ) = aϕ H (a ≤ 1). Our simulations show [39] , that the AF tilt angle ϕ N is linear in ϕ H in the angle interval slightly wider than that between the two maxima in ∆H(ϕ H ). The parts of the calculated curves outside this fitting interval are dashed in Fig. 3(a) . The final result of the analysis is the parameter representing the anisotropic magnetization damping, which is proportional to the difference (g l − g r ) [ Fig. 3(b) ] and shows how the observed angle-dependent FMR linewidth directly stems from the spin-conductance asymmetry of the N/AF interface.
Discussion and Conclusion. The result of the above analysis is a finite and positive (g l − g r ) [ Fig. 3(b) ], which means that the spin reflection at the N/AF interface is larger when the spin-current polarization σ is collinear with the AF's magnetic axis (x) and smaller for orthogonal σ and x. In arriving at this conclusion, we have assumed that the exchange biasing tends to align the Néel vector of the AF with the seed layer's magnetization. This assumption is supported by the widely accepted uncompensated-spin model of exchange bias [41, 42] describing the effect in similar metallic AF/F p bilayers [43] . Therefore, our experiment demonstrates that g l exceeds g r in the considered metallic AFs, which is consistent with the strong spin relaxation observed in such AFs [26, 27] , and is in contrast to the typical assumption, g l ≪ g r , in literature [32, 44, 45] .
Furthermore, the shown sensitivity of the magnetization damping in the resonating F layer to the presence of an induced magnetic axis in the static AF layer is an example of how spin-pumping can be used for probing the changes in the spin configuration of AFs subjected to external stimuli (thermal and/or magnetic). Finally, the reported angular modulation of the FMR linewidth is experimental demonstration of an in-situ, spin-pumpingmediated control of magnetization damping in magnetic multilayers predicted recently [30] .
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